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Needing some fletching
cement, I stopped into our
local pro shop to pick up a

tube. As I stood before the display
board mulling over my choices, I
overheard the conversation of two
nearby customers. “A hundred and
fifty bucks,” I heard one say to his
buddy. “Who’d pay a hundred and
fifty bucks for a dozen arrows?” the
inquisitor asked his somewhat puz-
zled friend. I turned to look at the
incredulous shoppers and noticed
they were looking at some top-of-the
line carbon arrows on display in the
shop. It was hunting season and I was
in a hurry. 

I got my cement, paid, and left
for home to fletch some arrows
before leaving for an afternoon hunt.
On the way home, their words ulti-
mately sank in. Who indeed would
spend a hundred and fifty dollars or
even more for carbon arrows and
what would they be getting for the
money I wondered?  Later that after-
noon, while standing in my favorite
tree waiting for something to hap-
pen, the question my fellow shoppers
raised earlier once again entered my
mind and I thought about their pro-
posed question. 

I’ve shot aluminum arrows for
more years than I can remember and
I’ve always been satisfied with their
straightness, consistent spine, and
penetration on game. As good as alu-
minum arrows are, I couldn’t help
wondering if I was missing some-

thing by not shooting a good quality
carbon arrow. I continued to wonder
what I would be getting by using a
high quality carbon arrow and what
made these arrows worth the price?
Let’s explore that question. 

Most serious hunters and shoot-
ers understand not all carbon shafts
are created equal and that some
shafts are far superior to others.
There are a number of factors that
affect the performance of carbon
arrows and these are what separate
the good from the absolute best.
Weight, straightness, and consisten-
cy of spine are the criteria against
which all carbon arrows are judged.
A single carbon shaft in a dozen pre-
mium shafts typically weighs within
a grain of the other shafts making up
that dozen. Shafts with more varia-
tion in their grain weight are still
good but, because of their slightly
greater disparity in weight and
straightness, command a lower

price. 
Some shooters may be led to

believe shaft straightness is the most
important consideration for consis-
tent accuracy and, given the amount
of advertising touting the straight-
ness of certain shafts, who could
argue?  In truth, the straighter the
arrow shaft, the more inherently
accurate it will be and the more
expensive it is. Human hair varies in
thickness from .002 to .006 of an inch
while a high quality carbon arrow
shaft varies only .003 of an inch from
perfectly straight. What’s more, these
qualities of straightness and weight
are held consistent throughout the
entire dozen. Even more astounding
is that some manufacturers are offer-
ing shafts that are less than .001 of an
inch of perfectly straight. However,
consistent shaft weight and straight-
ness are but two of the factors con-
tributing to the ultimate accurate
arrow, spine is the third and perhaps
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the most important. 
Arrow spine is not a difficult con-

cept to understand but it is one
which may be overlooked by some
shooters because it is the most diffi-
cult to measure without sophisticat-
ed testing equipment. Spine is basi-
cally the amount of bend or flex in an
arrow shaft immediately after it is
shot. In essence, arrows with consis-
tent spine fly more accurately and
ensure tighter groups. Competitive
shooters understand this but the
average hunter may not. 

All arrow manufactures are keen-
ly aware of the need for consistency
of spine to produce the most accu-
rate arrow possible and consequent-
ly take extreme care to produce
arrows with matched spine. Most do
this by laser sorting their premium
shafts as they are flexed so that there
is little or no spine variation in a
given dozen. As stated earlier, I’ve
shot aluminum arrows for years. The

reason I did is that my aluminum
arrows had a consistent weight,
straightness, and spine due to the
fact they are automatically produced
by a machine using an aluminum
tube of consistent metallurgical
composition, diameter, and wall
thickness. 

Achieving consistent spine
around the diameter of a carbon
shaft is a challenge because many
carbon shafts start as resin impreg-
nated sheets of carbon fiber which
are then rolled around a steel man-
drel. Naturally where the ends of the
matt are the shaft may be thicker and
have increased spine. Before devices
like the Carbon QC Arrow Spine
Tester from Ram Products were avail-
able, competitive archers would plug
the ends of their shafts and float
them in water, marking the light side
so they could all be fletched uniform-
ly and nocked with the high spine in
the same orientation on each fin-

ished arrow. Today manufacturers
use techniques like multiple overlap-
ping sheets or grinding techniques to
create more uniform wall thickness
and more uniform spine around the
shaft. Others have proprietary car-
bon weaving or wrapping techniques
that eliminate the use of carbon
mats. 

Today, just about every arrow
company in America produces at the
upper end of the price range carbon
arrows with incredibly consistent
diameter, straightness, and spine.
Add to this fact a carbon arrow won’t
bend or take a set like an aluminum
arrow, and it’s easy to see why carbon
arrows are far outselling their metal-
lic counterparts. 

According to Gary Krypel owner
of Gary’s Archery Service in Taylor,
Pennsylvania, carbon arrows
account for almost 100 percent of his
arrow sales and premium carbon
arrows are a good part of that figure.
“I sell virtually no aluminum arrows
anymore except for perhaps cross-
bow bolts,” Krypel said. 

Rick Kinsey of Kinsey’s Archery
in Mount Joy, Pennsylvania says car-
bon arrows account for about 80 per-
cent of the distributor’s total arrow
sales. “I think people prefer the tech-
nology of carbon arrows. They are
stronger, faster, and more durable
than aluminum and their price does-
n’t seem to be as big a factor as it
once was,” said Kinsey. 

Aluminum arrows may not be
going the way of the Edsel but it’s
clear hunters know the manufactur-
ers have solved many of the prob-
lems formally associated with carbon
arrows and that carbon arrows now
offer superior performance under
just about all hunting conditions.
Faster and more durable, carbon
arrows have taken over and are gain-
ing market share every year. The
innovations and technology that
ensure such quality are getting the
attention of shooters across the
country and they are willing to pay
more to gain an advantage in accura-
cy and durability.

Now here’s a rundown of the bet-
ter carbon shafts and finished carbon
arrows on the market. 
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Victory Archery manufactures arrows by weaving
multiple layers of carbon fiber using a proprietary
process that creates a shaft with a consistent spine,
weight, and straightness. The V-Force is a premium
carbon composite arrow with a guaranteed toler-
ance in weight, spine and straightness. Standard V-
Force arrows are weight sorted within +/- .5 grain
per dozen in all 300, 350 and 400 sizes.
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Easton
For 2008, Easton said it enlisted

the world’s leading nanotechnology
experts to develop an epoxy material
that would molecularly-bond with
carbon nanotubes. Carbon nano-
tubes are the strongest and lightest
material known and they are the key
to Easton’s new Axis N-Fused arrow
shafts. A nano-fused epoxy compos-
ite resin called Hybtonite holds the
carbon fibers together to produce a
small-diameter, thick walled shaft
that is almost indestructible. This
arrow is so durable because the folks
at Easton say the N-Fused Carbon
Arrow uses material that is 182 times
stronger than steel. 

According to Easton’s marketing
manager, Gary Cornum, in order for
the carbon nanotubes to work in
arrows they have to be covalently
strengthened and the Hybtonite
epoxy does this. Carbon nanotubes
have the highest specific strength of
all known materials and diameters as
small as 1/10,000 of a human hair.
The length of the nanotubes can
reach several millimeters making
them act like a continuous nano-
fiber reinforcement. Cornum said the
characteristics of carbon nanotubes
is endless but they can be utilized to
full potential only with a true chemi-
cal bond like the Hybtonite epoxy. 

Easton says the unique hybrid
Hybtonite material outperforms reg-
ular carbon resins to create a new
standard in carbon arrow construc-
tion. You’d have to be a chemist to
fully understand the technology of
carbon nanotubes but the bottom
line is arrows made with this process
yield high strength with a built-in
bonus of vibration control providing
archers with some of the best arrows
ever made. 

Easton’s Axis arrows with N-
Fused carbon construction are per-
fect for the serious bow hunter look-
ing for deep penetration on game
and blazing fast speed. With a weight

tolerance of +/ 2 grains and a
straightness tolerance of +/- .003
inches, each arrow is spine matched.
The arrows come furnished with
Easton’s X-nock and Hidden Insert
Technology. The HIT inserts are
bonded into the N-Fused shafts with
the Nano-Fused Hybtonite epoxy to
provide maximum strength. Cornum
said most broadheads will fit the Axis
N-Fused Carbon arrows without the
need of a broadhead adapter ring but
broadhead adapter rings are avail-
able as an accessory item if they are
needed for a particular type of broad-
head. 

The N-Fused Axis arrows have an
extremely smooth finish that makes
extraction from a high-density foam
target much easier, a feature sure to
be appreciated by 3-D shooters. The
N-Fused carbon arrows are easier for
dealers to stock because they have
fewer spine ranges and accommo-
date just about any shooter’s needs.
In addition, front of center balance is
really good and can be controlled
using different weight inserts and
broadhead combinations. A chamfer
stone, installation tool and HIT
epoxy are included with every dozen

arrows. The N-Fused Carbon Axis
arrow is available in Realtree APG
camo or with the standard black fin-
ish. 

For hunters going after bigger
game such as moose or bear, Easton
offers its premium Axis Full Metal
Jacket Carbon arrow, which com-
bines the precision and straightness
of aluminum with the stiffness, dura-
bility, and extra speed of carbon. A
shooter can expect exceptional per-
formance from the Axis FMJ arrows
because the best attributes of carbon
and aluminum are incorporated into
one arrow shaft. The Carbon Core
construction of the Full Metal Jacket
shaft utilizes a small-diameter, thick-
walled carbon core with Hidden
Insert Technology (HIT) for what
Easton calls amazing penetration
and superior durability. The low-
glare, micro-smooth, hard-anodized
7075 T6 aluminum alloy surface of
the FMJ shaft makes for easier
removal from targets and reduces
wear on the arrow rest while provid-
ing a more consistent spine, straight-
ness, and weight than an all carbon
arrow. 

All Full Metal Jacket arrows come

Easton’s N-Fused Carbon Axis arrows in Realtree camo are the first of their kind to uti-
lize carbon nanotubes, the strongest, lightest substance known to exist. The Nanotube
Hybtonite resin fuses the nanotubes together creating what Easton considers to be the
strongest, hardest-hitting carbon arrows ever made. Hidden Insert Technology and close
straightness tolerance give these arrows deep-slicing penetration, deadly accuracy, and
unparalleled strength. The micro-smooth finish reduces wear on the arrow rest, elimi-
nates draw noise, and makes for easier removal from targets. All Axis N-Fused carbon
arrows come complete with X Nocks installed, vanes, HIT inserts, chamfer stone, installa-
tion tool and HIT epoxy. Broadhead Ring Adapters are sold separately. Arrows come full
length with HIT inserts loose.
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The Easton Axis Full Metal Jacket is a small diameter, thick-wall carbon core arrow sur-
rounded by a bone-piercing 7075 alloy metal jacket. This combination gives bowhunters
magnum big-game stopping power, higher levels of durability and deeper penetration
on game. Shooters will also appreciate how easily these shafts pull from high-density
foam targets. The Easton Axis Full Metal Jacket shafts come 12 per package along with
Easton X Nocks and Easton Axis Inserts.
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with X Nocks installed, Blazer vanes,
HIT inserts, chamfer stone, installa-
tion tool and HIT epoxy. The shafts
are available in  (340) 11.3 grains per
inch, (400) 10.2 grains per inch, (500)
9.1 grains per inch, to accommodate
all spine ranges. Contact: Easton
Technical Products Inc., 5040 Harold
Gatty Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Phone: (888) 327-8664 www.east-
onarchery.com

Carbon Express
Carbon Express introduced its

Aramid KV arrow in 2008, and
according to Easton Outdoors mar-
keting director Stephen Graham,
sales have been excellent. “At first we
were concerned that the price of the

Aramid KV arrows might be a con-
cern for some shooters but felt if we
delivered a high quality product it
would be accepted by the consumer.”
As it turns out, shooters across the
country have recognized the high
quality of these arrows and as a
result, Graham said the sales of the
new Aramid KV arrows have been
much better than expected. 

The Aramid KV arrow shaft
incorporates a layer of bullet-stop-
ping Kevlar fabric between the car-
bon fibers making it pound for
pound, five times stronger than steel.
The Kevlar is lightweight and tough
giving the shaft enough strength to
withstand impacts with rocks, trees,
or heavy bone. As is the case with all

their premium arrows, Carbon
Express has incorporated built-in
weight forward technology into the
Aramid KV shaft. A new high modu-
lus carbon weave material on the
back third of the arrow combined
with a new Mossy Oak finish on the
front gives shooters an arrow with
unparalleled strength and superior
accuracy at longer range when used
with a broadhead. 

It’s a simple fact: Arrows with
consistent spine ensure tighter
groupings downrange and make
shooters more accurate. According to
Graham, Carbon Express arrows
have the most consistent spines in
the industry. “We’re also the only
brand that now laser sorts its premi-
um hunting shafts to ensure all the
arrows in a set have the same spine
tolerance,” said Graham. “Consistent
spine is the number one factor in
arrow performance. It’s why we use a
tightly controlled, computerized
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The Aramid KV arrow by Carbon Express is a top-of-the-line hunting shaft and one of
the strongest arrows available on the market today. Made with a layer of Kevlar fiber
that is five times stronger than steel, Aramid KV arrows are laser matched for consistent
spine, weight, and straightness. These arrows feature built-in weight forward technolo-
gy, a straightness tolerance of +/- .0025 inch and a weight tolerance of +/- 1.0 grain.
They include the Carbon Express BullDog Nock Collar, TCX Nocks, and Type 1 inserts.

Circle 275 on Response Card
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manufacturing process and only the
highest grades of carbon fiber for
each shaft,” Graham continued. 

To insure straightness, each
Carbon Express Aramid KV arrow is
laser checked to a remarkable .0025
of an inch to make sure it meets what
Graham calls the strictest straight-
ness tolerances in the industry.
Customers should know these
straightness tolerances are maxi-
mum measurements, not merely
averages. To take consistent perfor-
mance to an even higher level,
Easton Outdoors utilizes a fully auto-
mated, electronic sorting system to
precisely match the weight of each
Aramid KV arrow in a boxed set to +/-
1.0 grain. The Aramid shafts are avail-
able in two weights: the Aramid 245
weighs 8.9 grains per inch while the
Aramid 350 shaft weighs 9.8 grains
per inch. The Aramid KV shafts come
with exclusive BullDog Nock Collars,
point inserts, Buff Tuff technology,
and a Mossy Oak Break-Up finish.
Completed arrows are fletched with
Bohning Blazer Vanes for added
velocity. 

For years, hunters and manufac-
turers alike have believed that shift-
ing weight to the front of an arrow
alone (front of center) was the way to
increase down-range accuracy.
Carbon Express literally turned this
idea upside down with their innova-
tive Built-in Weight Forward technol-
ogy used on its Aramid, Maxima
Hunter, and 3-D Maxima arrows. The
key to superior down-range accuracy
is reducing oscillation out of the bow
i.e. faster recovery. Because a great
deal of oscillation occurs upon
release, Graham said the company
developed BuffTuff Plus, an exclu-
sive, highly advanced carbon fiber
that makes the arrow stiffer and
lighter in the back to dramatically
improve recovery. Graham said, the
real secret to this concept is that the
back of the arrow is stiffer and lighter
than the front; this straightens the
arrow faster and quickly reduces
oscillation. 

“Shifting weight forward and
strengthening the front of the arrow

is critical to reducing torque, creating
a flatter trajectory, and increasing
velocity,” said Graham. “It’s why
we’ve engineered each Built-in
Weight Forward arrow with our
patented camo BuffTuff weave.”
Graham went on to say the unique
combination of BuffTuff Plus at the
back of the shaft and BuffTuff at the
front gives hunters accuracy that’s
superior to any front of center tech-
nology on the market. Plus, it delivers
strength that ensures these arrows
will last for a very long time. 

For those not wanting or needing
the Kevlar technology built into the
Aramid line, Carbon Express offers its
Maxima series premium hunting
shafts. The Maxima Hunter is a
strong, lightweight, 100 percent car-
bon hunting arrow engineered like
the Aramid with built-in weight for-
ward technology for superior down
range accuracy. Broadhead tipped
arrows are better controlled at long
range with the weight forward tech-
nology because it ensures better bal-
ance and faster recovery after the
shot. Dealers and customers should
know the front two thirds of the
Maxima Hunter shaft is constructed
using heavier and stronger BuffTuff
material in the Illuzion camouflage

pattern while the rear third consists
of newly designed BuffTuff Plus. The
Maxima Hunter shafts have a
straightness tolerance of +/- .0025
inch and a matched weight tolerance
of +/- 1 grain. The 250 shaft weighs
8.0 grains per inch while the 350 shaft
is slightly heavier at 8.9 grains per
inch. 

The precision designed Maxima
arrow is stronger, faster and offers
tighter tolerances than traditional
carbon arrows. Like the Maxima
Hunter arrows, the Maxima arrows
are spine selected for consistency
and straighter shooting. In addition,
the Maxima features a BullDog Nock
Collar for added strength and protec-
tion and Bohning Blazer vanes to
increase velocity. The Maxima does
not incorporate the weight forward
technology of the Maxima Hunter
but does measure up to the weight
and straightness tolerance of the
Maxima Hunter shafts. 

In 2008, Carbon Express teamed
up with Mathews to offer a line of
arrows sold exclusively through
Mathews dealers. The Maxima line
includes the Mathews Maxima
Hunter and Mathews Terminator Lite
Hunter arrow which is  designed
especially for broadheads. Both offer

The CX Maxima Hunter Arrow Shaft
has built-in “Front of Center” design,
giving hunters an arrow with good
down-range accuracy and tighter, more
accurate groups at longer range.

This combination of BuffTuff and
BuffTuff Plus results in gradual weight-
forward distribution along the shaft,
which significantly reduces spine torque
while adding to strength.
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Mathews retailers are able to order their own version of the Maxima Hunter from
Carbon Express, finished in the Lost Camo pattern Matt McPherson helped design after
photographing a blown-over tree in the woods near his Wisconsin home.
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Beman® pioneered the concept of arrow vibration reduction resulting 

in exclusive ViBrake™ Vibration Dampening Technology. Patent-pending 

ViBrake quiets the shot and enhances broadhead accuracy. Get quiet,

accurate shooting and put more venison in the freezer with ViBrake. 

www.beman.com

A Stealth Attack 
with an Afterburner
Boost Arrow Performance Instantly 

Nocks

Ralph and Vicki Cianciarulo—Archer’s Choice TV

ICS Hunter and Camo Hunter come with ViBrake

Inserts included. MFX Team Realtree includes the

new ViBrake X Nock. And get ICS Hunter Elite

with both ViBrake Inserts & Nocks included.

Stock ViBrake-equipped Beman arrows —

call 888-327-8664 to order.

I n s e r t s
Patent-pending

Circle 284 on Response Card
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weight forward technology, Mathews
exclusive Lost Camo pattern, and a
BuffTuff finish for durability. The
Mathews Edition Maxima Hunter is
available in matched Spine Selected
sets. Contact: Eastman Outdoors
Inc., P.O. Box 380, Flushing MI 48433
Phone: (800) 241-4833 www.carbon-
expressarrows.com

Gold Tip
Since 1990 Gold Tip has been

providing serious archers and bow
hunters with innovative, durable,
and precise carbon graphite arrows.
Supported by a network of knowl-
edgeable and friendly employees,
dealers, and distributors, Gold Tip
says every arrow is manufactured
from the finest aerospace-grade
materials and built to meet the
industry’s most exacting weight and
straightness specifications. 

According to Tom Gillingham,
National Shooting Staff Manager at
Gold Tip, what sets Gold Tip arrows
apart from other brands is that the
company uses only a small amount
of resin for binding the carbon fibers
in the Gold Tip shafts. Gillingham
said the lower resin content in Gold
Tip shafts provides superior shaft
memory so that the shafts remain
straight for the life of the shaft. “In
addition, the lower resin content
gives the shafts a superior sidewall
strength as well.” 

Gold Tip’s Pro Hunter line of
shafts consists of the Pro Hunter, XT
Hunter, and the Expedition Hunter.
The Pro Hunter shafts and Pro
Hunter complete arrows are guaran-
teed to be the most consistent

graphite hunting arrows available in
this brand. Each arrow is held to a
straightness tolerance of +/-.001 inch
and weight tolerance of one grain per
dozen that Gillingham says makes
them the most accurate wrapped
graphite arrow ever built. For this
reason, many hunters and top target
archers choose the Pro Hunter shaft
because of its straightness and
dependability. Pro Hunter shafts
come in Black and Realtree All
Purpose Green (APG) finishes. Each
Gold Tip Pro Hunter weighs 7.4
grains per inch with a spine deflec-
tion of .480. The 30 inch shaft has an
outside diameter of .293 inches and
inside diameter of .246 inches.

Gold Tip’s award winning XT
Hunter Series arrows continue to set
the standard for straightness, consis-
tency, and durability. Each dozen XT
Hunter Series arrows are now laser
inspected for straightness and then
hand sorted for a guaranteed weight
tolerance of +/- 2 grains per dozen.
XT Hunter arrows feature a straight-
ness tolerance of +/-.003 inch, come
standard with new GT Series nocks
and inserts, and are available in
Black, Realtree APG Camo or
Permanent Crested finishes.

Jeff Bordwell owner of Legends of
Fall Outfitters in Tully, New York said
carbon arrows account for 90-95 per-
cent of his arrow sales and that Gold
Tip arrows are his shop’s best sellers.
“We sell all kinds of arrows but most
of my customers seem to prefer the
Gold Tip brand. The Gold Tip XT is
our best seller,” said Bordwell.

In 2008, Gold Tip introduced an
integrated crest on its Pro Hunter

shafts that customers will find to be
durable, functional and aesthetically
pleasing. The crest is built into the
shaft using a patented process and
will not come off under normal use
or during re-fletching. 

The Pro Hunter Permanent Crest
is a wrapped carbon arrow with a
straightness tolerance of +/- .001
inch. In addition, it has a weight tol-
erance of +/- 1 grain per dozen. The
XT Hunter Permanent Crest shaft is
hand sorted for a straightness toler-
ance of +/- .003 inch and a weight
tolerance of +/- 2 grains while the
Expedition Hunter Crested features a
straightness tolerance of .006 inch. 

All the arrows in Gold Tip’s
Hunter line feature the new GT nocks
which is a unique notched design
that locks positively to the bowstring
and stays locked during stalks or
waits on stand. Its extra long insert
section engages more of the arrow
shaft to ensure proper alignment. To
further enhance accuracy, all Gold
Tip inserts are precision machined to
the exacting tolerances of Gold Tip
shafts.

The last model in Gold Tip’s very
popular Hunter Series arrow line is
the Expedition Hunter. Each dozen
Expedition Hunter arrows are hand
weighed within +/- 2 grains and are
finished using state-of-the-art ultra-
sonic finishing system giving them a
smoother, cleaner finish. The
Expedition Hunter features a
straightness tolerance of +/-.006
inch, comes standard with GT Series
nocks and inserts and they are avail-
able in Black, Realtree APG or
Permanent Crested Finishes.
Contact: Gold Tip, 368 South Gold
Tip Drive, Orem, UT 84058 Phone:
(800) 551-0541 www.goldtip.com

Alaska Bow Hunting Supply
Ed Schleif and son Garrett found-

ed Alaska Bow Hunter Supply with
headquarters in Anchorage, Alaska

Gold Tip shafts and arrows are manufactured with a low resin content which according
to Tom Gillingham, Gold Tip’s National Shooting Staff Manager, provides superior shaft
memory so that the arrow remains straight for the life of the shaft. Shooters who like
their arrows crested will like the new crested Pro Hunter shafts. The white crest is perma-
nently applied to the shaft and will not come off. In addition the crest adds virtually no
weight to the back of the shaft.
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Each arrow in a dozen Gold Tip Expedition Hunter shaft is hand-weighed to within +/- 2
grains and every arrow is finished using a unique ultrasonic technique that produces a
smooth, clean finish. This means the arrow will be ultra-quiet when passing across an
arrow rest in addition to being very easy to remove from a high-density foam target. The
Expedition Hunter Series has a straightness factor of +/-.006 inch and come in  sizes to
fit draw weights of  55 pound-75 pound (8.2 gpi) and 75 pound-95 pound (8.9 gpi).
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and a warehouse and distribution
center in Seattle, Washington. To say
the company’s Alaskan, Sitka, and
Safari GrizzlyStik arrows are cutting
edge would be an understatement.
The GrizzlyStik is an incredibly
strong, heavy hunting shaft that was
developed and designed to do one
thing very well...and that is to lethal-
ly penetrate game animals for a
quick, humane kill. The shafts are
designed to be heavier than most
because the momentum that can be
delivered by a heavy hunting arrow is
a proven fact. 

Archers know when an arrow is
shot out of a bow, it bends and flexes
and that the bow’s draw weight,
along with the shaft and point
weight, play an important part in this
bending or paradox. The quicker an
arrow can straighten out from the
paradox the less drag it has. The
GrizzlyStik shaft is designed with a
continuous taper which means it has
less weight on the rear portion of the
arrow. The heavier front end and the
lighter rear end enable the arrow to
quickly straighten out from this ini-
tial bending. 

Garrett Schleif said most archers
understand this phenomenon but
few give little thought to what hap-
pens when an arrow decelerates as it

strikes a target. According to Schleif,
“As an arrow strikes a target, the
reverse happens. Now, the bending
takes place in animal tissue, and this
bending causes friction which slows
penetration. The GrizzlyStik, because
of its lighter tail weight, straightens
out much more quickly when it
accelerates and decelerates resulting
in less drag and therefore greater
penetration. Also, the widest and
strongest part of the GrizzlyStik is
directly behind the point, which
results in less shaft failure.”  

Schleif went on to explain, if
bone is hit and penetrated, the diam-
eter of the GrizzlyStik continues to
get smaller as more of the arrow
passes through the animal. The
diminishing diameter of the shaft
results in less bone friction and
greater potential penetration on a
large game animal. Because of the
continuous taper of the shaft, the
GrizzlyStik has the widest spine
range available in the carbon arrow
market. Of course, this spine range is
dependent on the type of bow used,
(longbow, recurve, or compound) the
arrow length, and the point weight of
the arrow. Generally, the Sitka is
designed for bows in the 40 to 55
pound range. The Alaskan, 50 to 65
pound range and the Safari, 60 to 100

GrizzlyStik Carbon Arrows by Alaska Bow Hunting Supply are strong, heavy hunting
shafts designed for hunters going after the largest of game animals. The continuous
taper of the GrizzlyStik shaft means there is less weight at the back of the arrow, which
allows the arrow to straighten out much quicker after the shot. The widest part of the
shaft is directly behind the broadhead so there is less shaft failure. The GrizzlyStik can
pass more easily through bone since the shaft gets smaller as it travels through the ani-
mal. GrizzlyStik arrows come in three models. The Sitka, designed for bows in the 40-55
pound range, the Alaskan, for bows in the 50-60 pound range and the Safari, for bows
with 60-100 pounds of draw weight.

So unleash the  
Cheetah. And unleash  

your inner speed freak.

Maybe you’re a bowhunter 
who wants a fast, flat 
trajectory. Or a 3D shooter 
looking for that extra edge in 
accuracy. Either way, you need 
speed. You need a Cheetah.

And from lightweight 25- 
pound bows to draw weights 
of 80 lbs., Carbon Tech has the 
right Cheetah arrow for your 
shooting style.

www.CarbonTechArrows.comC b T hA
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plus pounds of draw weight. 
Schleif said the GrizzlyStik is the

only arrow shaft with a built in

Extreme Forward Of Center (EFOC)
design, which is proven to signifi-
cantly increase lethal penetration by

up to 15 percent. Secondly, EFOC
along with the continuous taper
design, instantly stabilizes arrow
flight for improved accuracy. As an
interesting side note, Schleif said the
company’s extensive testing of its
EFOC shafts indicate this design
needs only a small fletch like the
Bohning Blazer Vanes to fully stabi-
lize the heavy hunting arrow. 

Schleif explained the broadhead
and the first third of the shaft pulls
the arrow through animal tissue
rather than the shaft pushing the
broadhead through it. Schleif said
pulling is much more efficient than
pushing. In addition, Schleif said the
GrizzlyStik shaft is designed to maxi-
mize arrow momentum by allowing
the bowhunter to build arrows with
10 grains of total arrow weight per
pound of bow draw weight. Simply
put, the Sitka can be made into a fin-
ished arrow weighing 400 to 600
grains, the Alaskan, 500 to 700 grains
and the Safari, 700 to 1,000 plus
grains. 

Schleif said the GrizzlyStik is the
only hunting arrow manufactured
with Multi-directional Woven
Carbon. Some arrow shafts use linear
carbon fiber that is wrapped in mul-
tiple layers, similar to a sheet of ply-
wood. Schleif  says these plys can de-
laminate and fracture on hard frontal
impact. The last layer applied to each
GrizzlyStik is a woven carbon materi-
al and that Schleif says is like adding
rebar to concrete. GrizzlyStiks use
standard brass point inserts and a
choice of an aluminum nock adapter
and glue-on nocks or push-in, tun-
able nocks. Contact: Alaska Bow
Hunting Supply, 14000 Goldenview
Drive, Anchorage, Alaska, 99516
Phone: (907) 345-4256 www.alask-
abowhunting.com

Victory Archery
For years, Victory Archery locat-

ed in San Diego, California designed
and crafted carbon fiber arrows for a
number of leading companies. Since
September 2006, Victory began using
precision engineering knowledge
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Carbon QC Arrow Spine Tester by Ram Products
It’s a given fact bench rest shooters take nothing for granted. To achieve

superior long-range accuracy these shooting perfectionists measure everything
before they assemble a single round. When they do put together a bullet, pow-
der, primer, and case combination you can rest assured every round of ammuni-
tion they assemble will have components that will be precisely the same.

Serious archery enthusiasts are no different and even though premium car-
bon hunting and target shafts are straighter than a human hair and spine select-
ed for consistency, there are those who aren’t happy until they check these mea-
surements for themselves. For them, the Carbon QC Arrow Spine Tester manufac-
tured by Ram Products in Moscow, Idaho is just what the doctor ordered.

The Carbon QC Spine Tester is a multifunctional precision measuring tool
designed for use in pro shops and by discriminating archers. Those seeking ulti-
mate perfection in their target or hunting arrows will discover the Carbon QC
Spine Tester enables them to sort any type of arrow into consistent groups of
uniform spine and will allow the user to index arrow nocks to the high or low
portion of the spine around the arrow. In addition, the tool can also be used to
measure the straightness of an arrow, monitor the degradation of arrow spine
caused by repeated shooting and precisely measure the run out of a broadhead
to an amazing .0005 inch.

Before fletching arrows, serious shooters sort their arrows for spine, index
the nocks in relation to the high or low point in the shaft’s spine, sort the shafts
by weight, and check for arrow run out from nock to tip. All of these functions,
except weighing the arrow, can be accomplished using the Ram Carbon QC
Spine Tester.

Some shooters believe arrow spine will degrade the more an arrow is shot
while some feel it will hold to tight tolerance for the life of the arrow. While this
argument might best be left for individual experimentation or evening deer
camp bull sessions, shooters using this tool can determine for themselves how
much of a problem spine deterioration really is for the shafts they are shooting.
Regardless to which school of thought a hunter or tournament shooter sub-
scribes, the Ram Carbon QC Spine Tester will allow them to consistently monitor
arrow spine before any change in the spine of the arrow shows up in the field or
on a score card.

Highly accurate shooting begins with a properly tuned bow and highly
accurate arrows. The Ram Carbon QC Spine Tester will allow those seeking shoot-
ing perfection to fine-tune their already accurate carbon arrows even further.
Many pro shops charge to fine tune bows using a Hooter Shooter. The RAM
Carbon QC Spine Tester can add to their profit margin by testing individual
arrows so a shooter can be assured the arrows they are shooting are as consis-
tent and accurate as they can possibly be. For further information contact: Jerry
Thompson, Ram Products, 1220 South Mountain View Rd., Moscow, Idaho 83843
Phone: (208) 882-1396.
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and a proprietary manufacturing
process to craft the company’s own
exclusive line of high performance
arrows. Victory’s manufacturing
process weaves multiple layers of
carbon fiber, one of the lightest,
strongest materials known, to create
a shaft with spine, weight, and
straightness that's very consistent.
This process gives them predictable
strength, flex and performance. The
VForce and VForce HV (High
Velocity) arrows are specifically
designed for bowhunters who
demand high performance levels
from their equipment to ensure
accurate shots and clean kills. 

Victory’s VForce is a premium
carbon composite arrow with a guar-
anteed tolerance in weight, spine
and straightness. Standard VForce
arrows are sorted to within +/- 1/2
grain weight per dozen on all 300, 350
and 400 sizes. The VForce in the 500
size has a weight tolerance of +/- 3
grains in weight. 

Standard VForce arrows come
with either 4 inch Duravanes or 2
inch Bohning Blazer vanes. Bohning
nocks are included as well. Hunters
have a choice of shafts in either a
camouflage or natural carbon finish
while both shafts feature an attrac-
tive VForce logo. 

In 2008, Victory Archery
announced The Pink Arrow Project,
offering the full-line of VForce arrows
in pink with a large percentage of the
proceeds going to the National Breast
Cancer Foundation. “We at Victory
Archery are proud to be a part of such
a good cause in fighting this terrible
disease that affects so many of us in
one way or another,” says Bart
Lawhorn, General Manager at
Victory. “The Pink Arrow Project will
always be with us,” he continued. 

The pink arrows are available in
all sizes of the VForce arrows and
shafts. Bohning Archery is also help-

ing by contributing white double-
lock Blazer nocks and vanes in white
and hot pink. They are also available
in other models as custom orders
only. Victory has appointed Mary
Hale, a cancer survivor, to head The
Pink Arrow Project. Mary said it is an
honor to be directing The Pink Arrow
Project and it has given her life new
meaning. She will be making it her
personal goal to ensure every archer
has at least one pink arrow in his or
her quiver to show support. Contact:
Victory Archery, 8985 Crestmor
Pointe, San Diego, California 92121,
Phone: (866) 934-6565. www.victor-
yarchery.com

Vapor Arrow Company
Blackhawk was bought by Gold

Tip in 2005 and is now the Vapor
Arrow Company owned by Gold Tip.
The company set out to develop a
superior arrow and now offers their
Pro series of carbon and carbon/alu-
minum arrows. The Vapor Pro Series
and Vapor Hunter Series have set an
industry standard for optimal perfor-
mance and aesthetics. Vapor carbon
shafts are tri-wrapped with unidirec-
tional carbon fibers that provide
excellent strength and durability.
Shooters can select from a variety of
precision finishes, each with built in
quality. 

The Pro Series boasts a straight-
ness tolerance of +/- .003 inch and a
+/-2 grain weight tolerance per dozen
shafts. The standard GT Series nocks
once set, rotate easily but stay firmly
in place. Three spine tolerances cover
the needs of most shooters. 

Using a revolutionary Radiant
Armor Carbon Coating with Realtree
Hardwoods High-Definition camou-
flage pattern built into the shaft, the

Vapor Pro Series Camo is as good
looking as it is practical. The camou-
flage pattern is built into the shaft
and does not simply adhere to the
exterior. Customers will like the idea
the finish is not affected by pro-

Circle 269 on Response Card

The Victory VForce HV arrow is made in North America with what the company calls the
highest quality carbon composite fibers available. All VForce HV arrows come with a
smooth polished finish and are available with 4 inch Duravane or 2 inch Bohning Blazer
vanes and Bohning nocks.

The Radiant Armor Coating of the Vapor Pro Hunter Camo is offered in the Realtree
Hardwoods High-Definition camouflage pattern . The finish is not dipped or adhered to
the shaft but is built right in to the shaft itself. This finish will last the life of the arrow
since it won’t wear off by prolonged shooting or by the effects of ultra-violet rays.
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longed shooting or harmful ultravio-
let rays.

The Vapor Hunter Series provides
shooters with a +/- .006 straightness
tolerance and all of the proven bene-
fits of the Vapor Pro. A consistency of
+/- 5 grain in weight tolerance per
dozen shafts makes this arrow an
exceptional value for many cus-
tomers. The Vapor Hunter comes with
an ultra-smooth black finish or in a
Realtree Hardwoods High-Definition
camouflage pattern. Both the black
and camouflage arrows come with GT
Series nocks and durable VaneTech
vanes.  

The Vapor CAA (Carbon/
Aluminum Arrow) utilizes an
advanced carbon technology
wrapped around a precision-built alu-
minum shaft. As with all Vapor shafts,
the Vapor CAA is then completed with
an ultra-smooth finish that reduces
noise and makes the arrow easier to
remove from a target. Absolute preci-
sion is the goal for the Vapor CAA shaft

and the extremely tight +/- .0025 inch
straightness tolerance and a +/- 2
grain weight variance per dozen
makes this an excellent shaft for preci-
sion archers. The shafts include pin
nocks and inserts. The CAA
carbon/aluminum shafts come in five
weights ranging from 8.2 to 9.7 grains
per inch. Contact: Vapor Arrow
Company, 368 S. Gold Tip Drive,
Orem, Utah 84058 Phone: (800) 551-
0541 

Beman Carbon Arrows
Beman is considered one of the

world’s preeminent innovators of car-
bon arrow technology. The brand con-
tinues to be at the forefront of the
industry by developing new methods
and processes to continually improve
the products. Beman arrows are used
by pros and sportsmen alike because
of their balance, speed, durability,
consistency, strength, and value. More
recently, Beman pioneered the con-
cept of arrow vibration reduction
resulting in their exclusive ViBrake
Vibration Dampening Technology. 

ViBrake was developed in con-
junction with Sims Vibration Labs uti-
lizing the proven LimbSaver and
Navcom IV technology. Beman says
new ViBrake Nocks quickly stabilize
arrow flight for added stealth and
accuracy resulting in more success in
the field. The ViBrake Nocks improve
broadhead flight and quiet the shot by
dampening vibration at the critical
point where the bowstring transfers
energy to the arrow, the company
explained. 

The ICS Hunter Elite comes com-
plete with ViBrake Nocks and Inserts
and combined with +/- .001 straight-
ness produces tight groups and ultra-
quiet shots. ViBrake nocks are avail-
able to accessorize the complete line
of ICS Hunters and fit most standard

diameter carbon arrows. ICS Hunter
Elite shafts come in either a black
micro-smooth finish or a
PhotoFusion camouflage pattern. 

Beman also offers MFX Carbon
Arrows for those bow hunters who
want maximum performance on big
game. Because of their heavier mass,
these micro-diameter carbon arrows
increase penetration and deliver max-
imum big game performance. The
ultra-small diameter of the MFX
Carbon Arrow offers a lower profile to
the wind so that it is less susceptible to
its effects at long range. The MFX
Team Realtree has a Realtree camou-
flage pattern and a straightness of .003
inch and a weight tolerance of +/- 2

The Beman ICS Hunter Elite arrow comes with
the vibration dampening ViBrake insert and
Beman’s new ViBrake nocks. The ViBrake Nocks
quickly stabilize arrow flight for stealth, accuracy
and more successful bow hunting. ViBrake Nocks
improve broadhead flight and quiet the shot by
dampening vibration at the critical point where
the bowstring transfers energy to the arrow. The
Hunter Elite combines the ViBrake Nocks and
inserts with +/- .001 inch straightness for tight
groups and a silent shot.

The exclusive arrow
stabilizer incorpo-
rated into the
Carbon Impact
Stealth arrow damp-
ens vibration and
noise made by the
shaft during flight
and on the rest dur-
ing the draw. Pierre
Pujos says the
Stealth “built-in
arrow stabilizer” has
the unique ability to
smooth out the
arrow oscillation in
flight, and helps
optimize the Front-
Of-Center (F.O.C.)
balance, resulting in
increased accuracy
and penetration
power. The Stealth
XLT is a seamless
shaft with consistent
spine all around. The
broadhead insert
aligns perfectly with
the shaft for
improved  arrow
flight.
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grains. The MFX classic is an extreme-
ly good looking Micro-diameter car-
bon arrow with a PhotoFusion wood
grain finish, which naturally appeals
to traditional shooters favoring heav-
ier shafts. Contact: Beman Carbon
Arrows, 5040 Harold Gatty Drive, Salt
Lake City, UT 84116 Phone: (801) 539-
1400 www.beman.com

Carbon Impact
Carbon Impact of Traverse City,

Michigan is headed by Pierre Pujos,
the man credited with starting the
carbon arrow phenomena when he
was with Beman years ago. Carbon
Impact offers several innovations in
its premium line of arrows making
this company’s line of arrows popular
with shooters across the country.

In the not too distant past, small
diameter carbon arrows were the dar-
lings of many shooters. Hunters loved
them because they were very strong,
offered excellent penetration on
game, and most importantly, they
were resistant to the effects of cross
winds. The only problem with these

shafts was their overlapping point
outsert. To solve this problem, Carbon
Impact invented the Half-Out Point
Insert Technology. With this technolo-
gy, the point insert is located half
inside the shaft and half outside
(H.O.T.). The outside part of the insert
is flush fitting with the shaft and is the
same diameter as the shaft. The insert
is easy to install, easy to tune, and
allows for perfect broadhead align-
ment. 

Carbon Impact’s HOT Shaft XLT is
a small diameter carbon arrow offer-
ing this H.O. T. technology along with
a built-in front weight design provid-
ed by the company’s exclusive XLT
process that places more carbon fiber
at the front of the shaft. Hunters will
appreciate the super quiet XLT finish
which silences any noise made by the
arrow passing over the rest when they
draw the bow or release the arrow. The
yellow grade XLT shaft has a straight-
ness of +/- .003 inch and a spine vari-
ance of +/- 3 grains. The blue version
has a straightness of +/- .006 inch and
a spine variation of +/- 4 grains. 

Hunting arrows depend on kinet-
ic energy to deliver the energy needed
to drive broadheads through tough
hide and bone and Carbon Impact’s
Titan XLT provides the edge needed to
take on larger game. In addition to
giving hunters more penetration
power, the Titan XLT delivers better
accuracy at longer ranges due to its
front weight design (FWD). The XLT
Super Quiet Finish ensures there will
be no game spooking noise when
drawing the arrow. The Titan XLT
comes in two spines and two grades.
The Yellow version has a straightness
of +/- .003 inch and a spine range of
+/- 3 grains while the Blue version has
a straightness of +/- .006 inch and a
spine range of +/- 4 grains. 

Carbon Impact uses its new XLT
technology to make its Fat Shaft XLT
and Stealth XLT hunting shafts. Unlike
wrapping, the XLT technology ensures
a total 360 degree consistency of spine
all around the shaft. There is no seam,
so the XLT Fat Shaft performs consis-
tently shot after shot. The Fat Shaft
6500 is manufactured with a camo
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technology that offers not only a
superior finish but excellent durability
as well. This finish reduces friction
noise on the rest and does not add any
weight to the shaft. 

Many shooters like using crested
arrows because they are easier to fol-
low to the target and to find after they
pass through a game animal. As a
result, hunters will appreciate the
tough, baked-on,  factory-applied
crest that adds almost no weight to
the shaft. This cresting is extremely
durable because several layers of clear
coat protect it. The Fat Shaft comes in
four grades and four spine ranges. Fat
Shaft XLT arrows come with a super
quiet finish and front weight design.
When selecting these shafts, hunters
have a choice of several new optional
broadhead vanes. 

Carbon Impact’s Stealth XLT
arrow was the first arrow shaft to fea-
ture a built-in arrow stabilizer. This
vibration-dampening device is facto-
ry installed at the optimum point
within the arrow shaft in order to sta-
bilize the arrow quicker. The Stealth
“built-in arrow stabilizer” has the
unique ability to smooth out the
arrow oscillation in flight while help-

ing to optimize the Front-Of-Center
(FOC) balance. This results in
increased accuracy and more pene-
trating power. The Stealth XLT comes
in three spines and two grades that
offer a straightness of either +/-.003 or
.006 inch and spine variance of +/- 4
grains. Contact: Carbon Impact, 2628

Garfield Rd. N., Suite
38, Traverse City,
Michigan 49686
Phone: (231) 929-
8 1 5 2
carbonimpact.com

Trophy Ridge
In 2008, Trophy

Ridge introduced the
Crush, Blast, Hailfire,
and Wrath series with
all-new seamless
woven-carbon con-
struction. The Crush
Series is measured to

an incredible .0008 inch of straight-
ness. Thicker walls give all four mod-
els superior strength while allowing
the arrow to recover quicker after the
shot thus increasing kinetic energy.
Armor Tough Inserts protect the front
of the shaft from impact with hard
objects and prevent mushrooming at
the leading edge. Precision German
made Beiter nocks are added on the
Crush series for accuracy while the
Silent Slide Coating on each Trophy
Ridge shaft makes them easy to
remove from targets and ultra-quiet
when moving across the rest. The
Blast with its .002 inch straightness,
Hailfire with its .004 inch straightness,
and the Wrath offered at .006 inch
straightness round out the line at cor-
respondingly lower price points.
Contact: Trophy Ridge/Bear Archery
Inc., Dept. PB, 817 Maxwell Ave.,
Evansville, In 47711 Phone: (800) 694-
9494 www.trophyridge.com

Precision Shooting
Equipment

The PSE Carbon Force
arrows are strong, lightweight
and fast. These arrows can
deliver excellent penetration
on game animals especially
when they are shot from PSE’s
Ultra-Fast X-Force bow. The X-
Weave construction used in
the manufacture of the

Small diameter carbon arrows used to be the standard after carbon
came on the scene, and hunters everywhere loved them. They were very
strong, had amazing penetration, and good resistance to a side wind.
They had only one drawback: the overlapping point outsert. Carbon
Impact has solved this problem by offering the HOT Shaft XLT with the
Half-Out Point Insert. The point insert is located half inside the shaft,
and half outside (HOT Technology). The outside part is flush fitting with
the shaft and is of the same diameter. It is easy to install, easy to tune,
and allows for great broadhead alignment. The HOT shaft offers excel-
lent accuracy due to its built in weight forward design made possible by
placing more carbon fiber at the front of the arrow. All models of XLT
arrows have a micro-smooth finish to silence the arrow and to make
their removal from high density foam targets easier.

The Crush Series (at top) by Trophy Ridge boasts an incredible .0008 inch straightness.
Thicker walls allow these arrows to recover faster after the shot which translates into
increased kinetic energy downrange. Armor Tough Inserts protect the leading edge from
mushrooming when striking hard objects such as bone, rocks, or trees. The Crush series
include German Beiter nocks to increase accuracy while a Silent Slide coating makes
these arrows easy to remove from just about any kind of target. Three other models
offer different straightness tolerances, the Blast, Hailfire and Wrath.
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Carbon Force shafts has been a PSE
staple for years. The multiple layers of
the woven carbon fiber are wrapped
around an inner core of longitudinal
fibers giving the shaft a braided
appearance. This cross-weave process
seals and strengthens the outside wall
of the shaft so that it won’t splinter or
break when striking bone or other
hard objects. 

Shooters have a choice of several
Carbon Force models that come in
four spine ranges. The top-of-the-line
Radial X-Weave Pro has a straightness
tolerance of .001 inch, and the Radial
X-Weave Predator has a straightness
tolerance of .003 inch. Carbon Force
also offers the Black Mamba, a heavier

(10.5 gpi) shaft for hunting large
game. Contact: PSE Inc., 2727 North
Fairview Ave., Tucson, AZ 85705
Phone: (800) 477-7789 www.pse-
archery.com

Carbon Tech
Carbon Tech is headed by

Olympic Medalist Rick McKinney, but
this is far more than a firm that wants
to build the most accurate target
shafts in the world. Carbon Tech man-

ufactures arrows for every type of
hunting situation ranging from
African big game to whitetails and
antelope. The CT Cheetah is aptly
named because the company says it is
one of the fastest carbon arrows on
the market today. Not only is it fast, it
is extremely durable. Thanks to a spe-
cial Precision Multi-Directional C.L.D.
(Carbon Layered Design) process, the
CT Cheetah Hunter is super light and
durable with quality that the compa-

Carbon Force arrows by PSE are strong,
lightweight and fast. They feature a
unique X-Weave design that PSE has used
for years and has found it had no need to
change. The braided appearance of these
shafts is due to the multiple layers of
woven carbon fiber wrapped around the
longitudinal fibers of the shaft’s inner
core. This cross-weave process seals and
strengthens the outside wall of the shaft
so that breaks or splinters are far less like-
ly to happen. The Radial X-Weave Pro
arrows have a straightness tolerance of
.001 inch and come in four spine ranges.
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ny says is second to none. The
Cheetah accepts internal compo-
nents, has a straightness of .005 inch,
and comes fletched with 4 inch
Duravanes. 

Carbon Tech’s new powerful,
light, extremely accurate Panther is a
tru-tapered shaft with a powerful
front end designed to knock down
game with ease. The Panther shaft
provides a true tapering down the
entire length of the arrow, which gives
it an accurate tune. The beauty of the
CT Panther  is the adjustable spine
control. Cutting off the shaft at the
nock end increases the spine of the
arrow while cutting it at the insert end
decreases the spine of the arrow. The
Panther is provided as shafts only and
comes with standard Bohning
Signature nocks and standard inserts.
Dealers should note that no matter
where you cut the shaft, the nocks and
inserts will fit properly because the
inside diameter is consistent. Because
of Carbon Tech’s proprietary Precision
Multi-Directional Carbon Layered

Design, the company says shooters
get a full dozen arrows that group as
one. 

The CT Rhino by Carbon Tech is

the same as the CT Rhino Hunter
shaft, but with tighter straightness tol-
erances for discriminating
bowhunters. The CT Rhino has a

A new Panther (bottom) has
joined the Carbon Tech family
of arrow shafts.

Norway Industries Synthesizes Revolutionary New Vane
Norway Industries, maker of the popular Duravanes, has developed a new

process that lets them combine a stiffer vane with a shaft-hugging soft base. As
the name states, the new Fusion Vane is a radical blend of shape and material
technology, designed to yield maximum aerodynamic steering capability and
accurate broadhead flight. The Fusion Vane sports a 2 inch long, high-profile
design based upon the increasingly popular blueprint of today’s short vane
designs; however, all similarities end there. This vane is completely unique and
unlike anything archers have ever experienced.

“Nearly two years of research and development showed that by combining
innovative shapes and materials we could achieve what no other vane manufac-
turer has ever done. We went through several changes trying to get this vane ‘just
right.’ It was well worth the effort and the numerous prototypes,”said Janis Melton,
co-owner of Norway Industries.

The mix of traditional and contemporary designs and materials is obvious at
first glance as you see and feel the Fusion Vane. Beginning with
a profile similar to a traditional shield cut, the modified silhou-
ette increases the surface area of the most critical point to the
vane’s anatomy, which minimizes crosswind interference, while
also maximizing broadhead flight and stabilization.

Further complimenting the Fusion namesake is a revolu-
tionary process where two distinctly different proprietary poly-
mers are combined to create the base and blade of the vane,
which are then “fused”together during the manufacturing
process.This process results in the blade employing a stiffer,
more durable structure with a distinct texture, and a slight taper
from base to top.

These features are designed to decrease overall mass
weight while increasing stabilization and vane durability.The
base of the vane is created from a softer polymer that has been
proven to act similar to the time-honored Duravane, which is
famous for its superior adhesion. Furthermore, the Fusion Vane’s
soft base allows for it to react to contact or crushing like a tradi-
tional feather, but with the resilience and weatherproof capabili-
ty of a vane.

For more information on the innovative Fusion Vane, or
to learn more about the full line of Norway Industries products
including the time-saving ZipStrip vane removal tool shown at
left, call (800) 778-4755 or visit www.duravanes.com.
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straightness tolerance of +/-.0015
inch and is a heavier, all-carbon big
game shaft designed for greater knock
down power and toughness.Carbon
Tech says the Rhino has the toughest
hide out there with a weight of up to
11.5 grains per inch, a straightness of
+/-.005 inch and internal compo-
nents. 

Not every bowhunter will travel to
Africa to hunt Cape Buffalo, Ibex, or
Kudu, but for the ones who do the CT
Safari will fit the bill. The Safari is a
monster shaft designed with the
African safari hunter in mind. The CT
Safari has seven wraps of various car-
bon layers for consistency, durability
and integrity. Carbon Tech says there
is no other shaft that comes close in
strength. The Safari comes in only one
configuration, weighs 15.5 grains per
inch, has a straightness of .005 inch,
and accepts internal components. 

For the average deer hunter,
Carbon Tech offers the affordable
Whitetail, an arrow that gives hunters
the option of selecting a reasonably
priced arrow without having to com-

promise because the Whitetail offers
both speed and durability. Shooters
who feel the Rhino is a bit too heavy,
or the Cheetah is a little too fast, will
appreciate Whitetail because it is a
perfect choice in the deer woods. The
CT Whitetail has five to six wraps of
various carbon layers for consistency,
durability and integrity. It has a
straightness tolerance of .0015 inch
and accepts internal components.
Contact: Carbon Tech Arrows, 4751
Pell Drive #3, Sacramento, California
95838 Phone (916) 641-8088
www.CarbonTechArrows.com  

Conclusion
Few will disagree innovation and

science are being integrated into
archery tackle like never before and
the arrow manufacturers are at the
forefront of this movement. Carbon
arrows have improved tremendously
since their development in the 1980’s
and this improvement only translates
to better accuracy for hunters and
shooters. This variation in arrow
straightness is less than the thickness

of a human hair and the carbon fibers
that make up the backbones of these
shafts are many times stronger than
steel. In addition many manufactur-
ers spine match their arrows so that
every arrow in the dozen bends the
same as it leaves the bow. The tech-
nology and the equipment needed to
make them faster, stronger, and
straighter is more expensive and the
manpower needed to sort them into
quality grades is a contributing factor
in their cost as well. 

High quality, ultra accurate bows
deserve high-quality arrows and
today shooters can rest assured the
premium arrows they buy are worth
every penny spent on them because
the material and technology used in
their manufacture is cutting edge.
Overall, everyone wins. Dealers can
be confident their customers are get-
ting the straightest, most accurate
arrows ever produced by the industry
while archers can rest assured if they
fail to miss their mark, their equip-
ment won’t be the reason. 

The NEW Rx series of releases from Carter is the prescription for any 
hardcore bowhunter or target archer. The Rx1 and Rx2 are our new 
releases that were inspired by world renowned bowhunter, Dr. Randy Ulmer 
and champion target archer, Michael Braden. 

The fastest, quietest and most accurate wrist strap release available »
Magnetic hook return automatically closes with a simple squeeze of the  »
finger for a fast and quiet D-loop hook up
Interchangeable Tension System »  for trigger tension adjustment
Fully adjustable leather buckle strap »
Also availabe in reverse position hook (Rx2) »
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The Doctor Says, 
“Take One Rx In The Evening 

And Call The Taxidermist 
In The Morning!” 

P.O. Box 19 - 487 North 2300 East 
Saint Anthony, ID 83445

(208) 624-3467 • www.carterenterprises.com

Accuracy Defined Through Design

Dr. Randy Ulmer
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